BELMONT HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE & BUILDING INFORMATION
•

BHS teachers’ schedules are organized in modules or “mods”, similar to Chenery’s blocks. The
BHS Weekly Mod Schedule is attached, and will also be placed on our For Substitutes webpage
for your reference.

•

For a specific day of subbing, you will be given the teacher’s mod schedule for the day.

•

Mods are approximately 26 minutes long. The day is divided into 15 mods, labeled A-O.
Start/end times for each mod are different on Wednesdays.

•

Each class (e.g., Ms. Smith’s AP French) meets 4 days out of the 5-day week. Three days of the
week, the class meets for 2 mods. One day of the week, the class meets for 3 mods. The fifth
day, when the class does not meet, is known as that class’s “drop day” and the students have
“free mods”.

•

Each class is color-coded (e.g., Ms. Smith’s French-1 Pink class meets/drops sometime during
the mods colored pink on the schedule; Ms. Smith’s French-1 Orange class meets/drops
sometime during the mods colored orange on the schedule.)

•

2-mod class either meets for two consecutive mods (about 50 minutes), or has one free mod in
between two teaching mods (a “split mod”).

•

3-mod class meets for three consecutive mods (about 75 minutes).

•

BHS is a 2-story building organized around two main corridors/hallways per floor. Departments
– including, e.g., Math, Science, English, Social Studies, Foreign Language, PE/Health – are in Ushaped wings off of the main hallways. Classrooms are numbered, and there are signs located at
the start of each wing indicating the department and room numbers.

•

In case you haven’t heard: Belmont is now in the process of designing a new high school
building, which will house grades 7-12 in a lower and upper school configuration. Chenery will
then become grades 4-6. The design/build process is expected to take place over the next three
years.

